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PREFACE
In 1947, the Doomsday Clock was created by a group of atomic
scientists to symbolise the perils facing humanity from nuclear
weapons. Sixty years on, in 2007, after many readjustments, it was set
at five minutes before the final bell. The reasons given by the scientists
included – for the first time – new developments in the life sciences and
nanotechnology, and the threat of climate change (Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, 17 January 2007, accessed online 3 March 2011). In 2010,
with some evidence of movement towards arms and climate control,
the Clock was taken back to six minutes to midnight. The scientists
declared: ‘For the first time in decades we have an opportunity to
free ourselves from the terror of nuclear weapons and to slow drastic
changes to our shared global environment.’ They encouraged ‘scientists
to continue their engagement with these issues and make their analysis
widely known’, and were confident enough to assert: ‘We are poised to
bend the arc of history’ (Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 14 January 2010,
accessed online 3 March 2011). It is highly unlikely that the atomic
scientists would include historians among those ‘poised to bend the arc
of history’, and even less likely that most historians would want to be
included. However, this book takes the contrary view, arguing for the
necessity of history as a science in a pandisciplinary response to the
ongoing crisis.
It begins with the onset of the Anthropocene Era – the recent
geological phase during which human activities have had a global impact
upon the planet. The era began in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, when available data indicates the beginning of a growth in the
atmospheric concentrations of several greenhouse gases. This period
includes James Watt’s fundamental improvement of the steam engine,
the event central to the Industrial Revolution that transformed the face
of the world and began to pollute it.
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Watt’s achievement is the point of departure for this book, which
seeks to describe some significant aspects of the coincidence of
geological time with historical time. It has three major interlocking aims:
1) to note major advances in the natural sciences and their applications;
2) to set out an analytical narrative of the Anthropocene Era; 3) to
pay particular attention to the development of history as an academic
discipline in association with other humanities, the social and natural
sciences, and to illustrate its response to the changing circumstances of
successive periods.
1) To be clear from the beginning, an author who finds even the
workings of the steam engine difficult to grasp should not attempt to
do more than recognise the most significant scientific and technical
innovations from Watt’s onwards. Therefore, I intend to discuss what
has happened more broadly, and what has been written about it, in
a manner begun by Watt’s contemporaries, Adam Smith and Adam
Ferguson.
2) I believe that there is one fundamental narrative concerning the
Anthropocene Era, although I concede that there can be discussion
about its direction from the eighteenth century onwards. Up to 1945 I
concentrate on Europe and the USA, where the Industrial Revolution
most clearly unfolded, thus enabling these powers to dominate other
continents. The focus of the book then widens, as in the twentieth
century the A-bomb and then the H-bomb threatened to bring the
human story to an end during the worldwide processes of the cold
war and decolonisation. Development of atomic power for peaceful
purposes was deemed a necessity by some experts as the additional
problem of climate change emerged and the exhaustion of fossil fuels
approached. By the late 1960s, the Chinese detonation of an H-bomb
demonstrated that the world dominance of Europe and the USA was
coming to an end, and ecological problems intensified. Clearly, the
fundamental narrative does not indicate positive progress exclusively,
and moreover it is relentless in its approach towards a palpable and
abrupt conclusion.
3) I shall spell out how historians and other investigators have tackled
the problem of interpretation, using as a yardstick the comprehensive
arguments concerning global stadial development put forward by
Smith and Ferguson in the eighteenth century. I shall argue that, after
developing these arguments in the nineteenth century, historians and
colleagues in other disciplines tended to ignore or distort them in the
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twentieth. From the late twentieth century onwards, however, with the
end of the cold war, opportunities have opened for the full resumption
of the Enlightenment agenda. Indeed, I shall argue that, in view of
the still menacing setting of the Doomsday Clock at six minutes to
midnight, the resumption of rational, global and evolutionary analysis,
taking full cognisance of the differences between the late eighteenth
century and the early twenty-first century, has become a necessity for
historians uniquely qualified to assess the significance for humankind
of the passage of time. The necessity will remain even if the Clock
moves back more minutes from the fateful hour, since the complexities
of the era will still be with us. To put the point simply, anthropocentric
history must increasingly be replaced by an anthropocenic approach –
a change of just two letters, but one that offers a world of difference –
which would place the study of the past together with the humane,
social and natural sciences in a pandisciplinary amalgam. To justify this
assertion is the ultimate purpose of the book as a whole.
Of course, I accept full responsibility for Minutes to Midnight. But it is
not all my own work, and I have relied heavily on the books and articles
cited in the endnotes. In addition, I thank Routledge and Palgrave
Macmillan respectively for permission to include passages from World
Order in History (1996) and Paths to a New Europe (2004). Moreover, I could
not have completed the book without the generous help of others. I
acknowledge with deep gratitude the incisive comments made by my wife
Cathryn, a fellow historian with a background in science. Many thanks
also to Michael Dey, Murray Frame, Graeme P. Herd, Jean Houbert and
Ian Thatcher for their thorough reading and constructive suggestions.
I am extremely grateful to Marshall Poe, who first convinced me of the
advantages of electronic publication and gave essential advice on how
to approach it, and who also introduced me to Anthem Press, where
Tej Sood, Janka Romero and Robert Reddick have been especially
supportive. At the University of Aberdeen, as ever, I have benefitted
from the counsel and encouragement of colleagues old and new in
the History and other departments. The secretarial support of Gillian
Brown and Barbara McGillivray has been vital, as has the advice of
associates of the computer help desk and Queen Mother Library. The
book is dedicated to my grandchildren, with hopes that the hands of
the Doomsday Clock will move far from midnight during their lifetime.
It was my first meeting with Samuel early in 2008 that inspired me
to put aside other projects to embark on this one that seemed to have
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more urgency, and the arrival of Francesca and Ike in mid-2010 that
has helped me to complete it.
Acknowledging again that the errors and misunderstandings in this
book are all mine, I should nevertheless like to ask critical readers, what
do you think should be the role of the study of history at the present
stage of the Anthropocene Era?
Paul Dukes
King’s College, Old Aberdeen
March 2011

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION:
TIMES AND APPROACHES
The tiny spheroid that we call home hurtles through space as if there
were no tomorrow. A thin surface crust covers a molten mass of which
we know comparatively little. Surrounding the earth is a cocoon of
atmosphere, which we understand rather better.
Recently we have learned that there may indeed be no tomorrow,
since human-made changes are making an impact on the world’s
ecosystems that could bring to an end life as we have known it. This, in
addition to the continuing possibility of a suicidal nuclear war, and the
added threat of mass destruction posed by new technologies.
Earlier geological ages either predated or proceeded without
significant interference from our ancestors. Respectful of nature in their
own way, ‘primitive’ human beings often worshipped the sun and moon,
making sacrifices to appease them or the gods of nature. The emergence
of the great religions brought about change in this relationship,
introducing the idea that man could, or even should, dominate nature.
Confidence was even greater among some materialists. For example,
the Soviet historian M. N. Pokrovsky declared in 1931: ‘It is easy to
foresee that in future, when science and technique have attained to a
perfection which we are as yet unable to visualise, nature will become
soft wax in his [man’s] hands which he will be able to cast into whatever
form he chooses.’1 Sixty years later, by the time of the collapse of the
Soviet Union, such confidence was all too obviously misplaced.
Nearly a century-and-a-half earlier, in 1785, James Hutton read
papers to the Royal Society of Edinburgh arguing that the earth
had been in existence for much longer than the 6,000 years that
appeared to be allowed by Bible, with ‘no vestige of a beginning –
no prospect of an end’.2 The need for a label for the postglacial
geological epoch of the past 10,000 to 12,000 years was probably
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suggested by Sir Charles Lyell in 1833: ‘holocene’, meaning ‘recent
whole’, gradually gained acceptance throughout Europe and
beyond, and was accepted by the International Geological Congress
in Bologna in 1885. Charles Darwin took Lyell’s Principles of Geology
(1830–33) with him on the voyage of the Beagle as he began to
formulate the ideas that would find their classic formulation in The
Origin of Species, first published in 1859.
A book entitled The Biosphere was produced in 1926 by Vladimir
Vernadsky, which combined Darwinism more closely with ecology in its
suggestions that the earth’s surface was the product of biological activity,
and that since the eighteenth century human beings had increased
greatly the quantity of biogenic gases. Along with others, Vernadsky
suggested that the human race would transform the biosphere into
the ‘noosphere’ – the sphere of the mind – while a new world-view –
cosmism – would involve the reduction of chaos on earth and in space
through united human effort.3
The use of the atomic bomb in 1945 created an immediate danger.
In 1947, the Doomsday Clock was created by a group of elite scientists
to symbolise the perils facing humanity from nuclear weapons, with
midnight representing ‘catastrophic destruction’.4 In 1953, it reached
a mere two minutes from the fatal hour after the USA and USSR had
both detonated hydrogen bombs. The danger was even greater at the
time of the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962. In 1991, with the fall of the
USSR, the clock reached its furthest point from doom – seventeen
minutes to midnight. Then, in 2002, after 9/11, it was advanced ten
minutes – then showing seven minutes to midnight. Sixty years after
its first appearance, in 2007, it moved forward again – to five minutes
before the final bell would toll for us all. The reasons given by the clocksetting scientists were growing anxieties concerning world terrorism,
the nuclear ambitions of Iran and North Korea and – for the first
time – ‘new developments in the life sciences and nanotechnology
that could inflict irrevocable harm’, as well as the threat of global
warming. ‘The dangers posed by climate change are nearly as dire as
those posed by nuclear weapons’, the scientists stated, adding: ‘The
effects may be less dramatic in the short term than the destruction that
could be wrought by nuclear explosions, but over the next three to four
decades climate change could cause irremediable harm to the habitats
upon which human societies depend for survival.’ This was in addition
to the threat posed by some thousands of nuclear weapons in the USA
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and Russia, as well as the further considerable number possessed by
other powers, especially China. ‘Not since the first atomic bombs were
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki has the world faced such perilous
choices’,5 the scientists declared. These observations were made by
the Board of Directors of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in
consultation with its board of sponsors, which included no fewer than
18 Nobel laureates. In 2010, the Board pushed the clock back from
five to six minutes before midnight, having found ‘signs of a growing
political will to tackle the two gravest threats to civilization – the terror
of nuclear weapons and runaway climate change.’ It called for further
progress from scientists and others, asserting: ‘We are poised to bend
the arc of history’.6
In the year 2000, the concept of an Anthropocene Era was put
forward by the Nobel laureate Paul J. Crutzen and his colleague Eugene
F. Stoermer, amplifying the earlier suggestion of Vladimir Vernadsky.
But when did this era begin? To quote these two scientists:
To assign a more specific date to the onset of the ‘anthropocene’
seems somewhat arbitrary, but we propose the latter part of
the eighteenth century, although we are aware that alternative
proposals can be made (some may even want to include the entire
holocene). However, we choose this date because, during the past
two centuries, the global effects of human activities have become
clearly noticeable. This is the period when data retrieved from
glacial ice cores show the beginning of a growth in the atmospheric
concentrations of several ‘greenhouse gases’, in particular CO2 and
CH4. Such a starting date also coincides with James Watt’s invention
of the steam engine in 1784. About at that time, biotic assemblages
in most lakes began to show large deleterious changes.7
Of course, to choose any single date in a discussion of hundreds of
years of change in the exploitation of the earth is indeed arbitrary.
But it would be arrogant and dangerous in the extreme at this point
or any later point in this book for a historian to make any observations
about natural science. I shall therefore confine myself to reporting the
remarks of others qualified to make them on this subject. However,
the arbitrary nature of the choice of a single date applies to history as
much as science. Here, and for reasons I shall elaborate in particular in
chapter two, I choose the year 1763.
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Before 1763, more generally, there had been many millions of
years of geology and several thousands of years of history. Even if
we confine ourselves to the emergence of the Western civilisation that
first produced atomic weapons and industrial pollution, the task of
describing the move from the primitive to the more advanced stages
of development via the ancient, medieval and early modern periods
is impossibly daunting. So let us just note simply that there is a case
for maintaining that modern Europe began to arise in the seventeenth
century with the formation of states, the growth of capitalism and the
beginnings of a secular culture (including a scientific revolution). The
Anthropocene Era itself takes us through three main phases of human
history: the pre-industrial before c. 1850; the industrial from c.1850 to
c.1970; and the post-industrial from c.1970.8
A few more preliminary points. First, while science is without doubt
history, history is not necessarily science. Of course, the manner in which
various sciences handle history’s major characteristic, the passage of time,
varies enormously over the centuries. Geology, accustomed to deal in
millions of years or more, has now turned some of its focus onto a period
of about two hundred years, as we have just seen. To remind ourselves
of another metaphorical clock, if the world’s existence is represented
as a day, human beings arrive in the final seconds. To help us further to
think flexibly about time, let us turn to the example of physics: today’s
researchers may deal in billions of years or nanoseconds.
To continue with the same example, the author of a reputable
textbook could assert as late as 1902: ‘Physics has been on sure ground
since the publication of Newton’s Principia (1687).’9 In fact, a paradigm
change in physics was occurring at the beginning of the twentieth century,
fulfilling the basic criterion of Thomas S. Kuhn: ‘To be accepted as a
paradigm, a theory must seem better than its competitors, but it need
not, and in fact never does, explain all the facts with which it can be
confronted.’10 In a comparable manner, the Kuhnian definition may be
applied to the study of history at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Roundabout that time, a great change was widely recommended for
the discipline, breaking the nation-centred conventions that had been
normal throughout the nineteenth century, and developing some of the
universal principles first established by colleagues of James Watt in the
Scottish Enlightenment and comparatively neglected since.
The First World War dealt a serious blow to ideas of universal
history, elevating patriotic distortion to great heights. Between the
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wars, there was a continuance of nationalistic history, sometimes of an
extreme kind, especially in Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy. In Soviet
Russia, there was an energetic attempt to develop the universalist
approach on a Marxist basis before the dead hand of Stalinism
crushed it. Then, the Second World War took history to a superpatriotic level everywhere. Immediately afterwards, unfortunately,
the implications of the arrival of the atomic bomb for the subject
were not immediately realised. In many ways, study continued with
a national focus, with a celebration of the histories of the victors
and condemnation of the histories of the losers. Nevertheless, there
were some signs of a wider framework, as we shall see in the example
of the concept of ‘total history’ advocated in France by Fernand
Braudel, who also talked of three orders of time represented by
the concepts ‘event’, ‘conjuncture’ and ‘structure’.11 While the
cold war and decolonisation made for deep divisions in the world
community as well as threatening to bring it to an end, the ensuing
process of globalisation encouraged historians and others to look
further outwards. This widening of focus was suggested further by
organisations such as the Club of Rome and the Brandt Commission,
and by individuals such as Rachel Carson and James Lovelock giving
serious consideration to the growing ecological world crisis.
By the beginning of the twenty-first century, however, there was no
clear sign of an approach to the study of history reflecting the message
of the Doomsday Clock. As a contribution to the fulfilment of an urgent
task, I shall attempt to note the most significant scientific and technical
advances from James Watt’s contribution onwards, while concentrating
on the mainstream of human development and what has been written
about it, in a manner that aspires to be ‘scientific’. Arthur Herman
writes of Watt’s contemporaries, Scottish savants in the last quarter of
the eighteenth century, that their dominant works shared two themes,
‘history’ and ‘human nature’, which they first linked together when
they presented man as the product of history:
Our most fundamental character as human beings, they argued,
even our moral character, is constantly evolving and developing,
shaped by a variety of forces over which we as individuals have little
or no control. We are ultimately creatures of our environment:
that was the great discovery that the ‘Scottish school’, as it came to
be known, brought to the modern world.
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Moreover, Herman points out, the Scottish writers ‘also insisted
that these changes are not arbitrary or chaotic. They rest on certain
fundamental principles and discernible patterns. The study of man is
ultimately a scientific study.’12
In his otherwise excellent book Why History Matters (2008), John Tosh
complains that ‘intimations of disaster held out first by nuclear weapons
and now by global warming’ join ideas of ‘progress without a hinterland
in the past’, to ‘encourage belief in a world which is fashioned anew,
to all practical purposes without a history’.13 But he makes little or no
attempt to suggest that the disaster threatening humankind does indeed
have a history, beginning in the West in Europe and the USA, the first
homes of industrial revolution, and then enveloping the whole world.
Thus, there is a broad gap in urgent need of filling, however many
and great the further difficulties along the way. One of these is the
reluctance to consider history a science, especially in the Englishspeaking world where linguistic convention has accompanied deep-set
tradition. The collapse of Soviet Marxism-Leninism is deemed to have
driven the last nail into the coffin of scientific history. Moreover, indeed,
history can probably never be an exact science, since it is subject to
so many accidents, variables and otherwise unforeseen circumstances.
However, volcanoes present similar difficulties, yet nobody would deny
that volcanology is a science. Of course, close analogy is impossible,
especially since human behaviour is more unpredictable than that of
inanimate, however volatile matter. A central problem here is the role
of the individual. Let us take the example of scientists, on which John
Gribbin has written:
If Newton had never lived, scientific progress might have been held
back by a few decades. Edmond Halley or Robert Hooke might
well have come up with the famous inverse square law of gravity.
Gottfried Leibniz actually did invent calculus independently of
Newton (and made a better job of it); and Christian Huygens’s
superior wave theory of light was held back by Newton’s espousal
of the rival particle theory.
Conceding nevertheless that Newton is something of a special case,
Gribbin insists that scientific progress occurs step-by-step, and that it is
‘the luck of the draw, or historical accident, whose name gets remembered
as the discoverer of a new phenomenon’. Gribbin argues that, while to
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talk of individuals is to advance the narrative process, the development
of technology is much more important than human genius, adding ‘it
is no surprise that the start of the scientific revolution “coincides” with
the development of the telescope and the microscope’.14 Later, James
Watt’s special achievement was that ‘he was the first person to take a set
of ideas from the cutting edge of then-current research in science and
apply them to a major technical advance’. Consequently, ‘in the second
half of the eighteenth century, Watt’s improvements to the steam
engine were very high-tech indeed; and it was the whole style of Watt’s
approach that pointed the way for the development of technology in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.’ Moreover, ‘once the Industrial
Revolution got under way, it gave a huge boost to science.’15
What about the individual in ‘mainstream’ history? We cannot easily
say that, if Napoleon had not lived, history’s ‘progress might have been
held back by a few decades.’ People like him have to seize the moment,
and those who hesitate are often lost. At the same time, we would have
to accept for historical actors what Gribbin says about scientists – that
the development of technology is much more important than human
genius. Thus, all prominent men and women in the Anthropocene
Era have operated under the influence of the ongoing Industrial
Revolution and scientific advance. For example, Harry S. Truman has
often been considered one of the greatest American presidents of the
twentieth century. He would not have achieved this distinction without
the A-bomb.
This is not to reduce the individual to a cipher. One of the best
assessments remains that of Plekhanov:
A great man is great not because his personal qualities give
individual features to great historical events, but because he
possesses qualities which make him most capable of serving the
great social needs of his time, needs which arose as a result of
general and particular causes. Carlyle, in his well-known book on
heroes and hero-worship, calls great men beginners. This is a very
apt description. A great man is precisely a beginner because he
sees further than others, and desires things more strongly than others.
He solves the scientific problems brought up by the preceding
process of intellectual development of society; he points to the
new social needs created by the preceding development of social
relationships; he takes the initiative in satisfying these needs. He

